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Abstract.
New laboratory measurements and theoretical
calculations of integrated line intensities for water vapour

summarise in this paper a collective view of the principal

bandsin thenear-infrared
andvisible(8500-15800
cm-•) are

differences

summarised.

ing the four water polyads in this spectral region, which are

Band

intensities

derived

from

the new mea-

sured data show a systematic 6 to 26 % increasecompared
to calculations using the HITRAN-96 database. The recent

[2000](referredto as HITRAN-COR in the following).We
between

the new work and the database

cover-

designatedas 2v + ,5, 3v, 3v + ,5 and 4v (located around
8800cm -•

,

10600cm -•

,

12200cm -• and 13800cm -•

, re-

corrections
to the HITRAN database[Giver et at., J. Quant. spectively), where y denotesa quantum of the stretching
Spectrosc.Radiat. Transfer,66, 101-105,2000] do not re- modesand 5 of the bending mode. Four different approaches
move these discrepanciesand the differenceschangeto 6 to
38 %. The new data is expectedto substantiallyincreasethe
calculated absorption of solar energy due to water vapour in
climate

models based on the HITRAN

database.

to the problem have been employed' two use different methods to analyse extensive new laboratory data, one relies on
sophisticated ab initio theory and the fourth exploits the
fact that the laboratory data used in the 1980s to generate
the current

1. Introduction

database

are in the Kitt

Peak FTS

archive of the

National SolarObservatory(NSO, Tucson,Arizona,U.S.A.)

and so are available for examination and review. This paper
Understanding the amount and wavelength dependence
concentrateson the overall picture; more detailed accounts
of absorption of solar radiation by water vapour is essenwith line-by-line data will be published separately.
tial

for climate

studies.

Model

calculations

of the Earth's

climate rely on databases,of which HITRAN-96 [Rothman
et at., 1998]is the most used,to provideinformationabout 2. Laboratory
the spectral properties of moleculesin the atmosphere. Recently a problem has been identified in model calculations
of atmospheric absorption in both clear and cloudy skies

measurements

infrared(8500-15800cm-•),
and eachof the groupscon-

All the observations,both the 1980s NSO data and measurements reported here, use high resolution Fourier transform spectrometry and multiple-reflection White cells to
study the long path absorption spectra of water vapour.
Four problems dominate the accuracy of the final data and
all affect the systematic errors in the analysis. These are
dynamic range, the measurement of the partial pressure of
water vapour in the absorption cell, the determination of the
background intensity and the modelling of the line profile.
The problem of dynamic range derives from the intensity
distribution of the lines in the water spectrum. The relation between transmittance and absorption coefficientis not

cerned has become aware of important differencesbetween

linear

their

relative to the noise level and for lines strong enough to be
opaque at the line centre. One observation at a given water vapour pressure- path length product, using a baseline
rms-signal-to-noise ratio approaching 1000:1, will generate

[Arking, 1999]. Many climate modelssubstantiallyunderestimate the globally averagedshort-wavelengthabsorption
compared to atmosphericobservations,by as much as 30 %
of the total atmospheric absorption in the case of clear
skies. Much research has been directed at identifying atmospheric absorbersadditional to those already in the molecular databasesto make up the discrepancy.
The authors are all at present working on the spectroscopic properties of water vapour in the visible and near-

results and the data in the most recent version

of HI-

TRAN, which includes the revisionsset out by Giver et al.

and bad data results both for lines that are too weak

XDepartmentof Physicsand Astronomy,UniversityCollege precisedata (i.e., data with randomerrorsof lessthan 1%)
over a range of only about a factor of four in absorption
2Laser Optics & Spectroscopy,
Blackett Laboratory, Impe- (linesof approximately18-72% peak absorption)and a fac-

London, Gower Street, London WCIE 6BT, U.K.

rial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, Prince Consort
Road, London SW7 2BW, U.K.

tor of 6.5 in absorbance. In order to measure precisely line
3AtmosphericScienceDivision,SpaceScienceand Technology intensities outside this range, i.e. weaker and stronger lines,
measurements at different experimental conditions have to
Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot,
be made. The modelling of the absorptionin the atmosphere
Oxfordshire OXll 0QX, U.K.
4Laboratoryfor Atmosphericand SpacePhysics,University in the range8500-15800
cm-• includesline intensitiesthat
of Colorado, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO 80303-0590, U.S.A.
cover a range of five orders of magnitude. We have recorded
an extensive seriesof laboratory spectra covering a dynamic
Copy,-ight2000 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

Papernumber2000GL011899.

range of a factor 650 from the weakest(usable)line at the
longestpath to the strongest(usable)line at the shortest

0094-8276/00/2000GL011899505.00

path. This covers all the strong and medium strong water
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lines, while the shortfall of another factor of 150 in dynamic
range can be provided by theoretical calculations.
The spectra of pure water vapour and water vapour in air
were recorded at path lengths of 5, 32, 128 and 512 metres,

at two temperatures(296 and 252K), and highspectralres-

olution(0.03cm-•) at theRutherford
Appleton
Laboratory

NIR-VIS

Table

SPECTRAL

DATABASE

1. Comparisonof Four DifferentSetsof IntensityData

with the HITRAN-96

Database for the Four Water Polyads in

the SpectralRegion8500-15800cm-•. Each Entry givesthe Ratio of the Total Intensity Derived for a Polyad to HITRAN-96 for
T -- 296 K Using the Following Methods: 1: Integration of Spectral Absorbances,2: Spectral Linefits to New Spectra, 3: Empirically Adjusted Ab Initio Theory, 4: Data from HITRAN-COR

(RAL) [Ballardet al., 1994;Newnhamand Ballard, 1998]. [Giver et al., 2000]. The Final Column givesour Recommended

Signal-to-noise ratios in excessof 725:1 were achieved at

the peakof the background
signalaround10500cm-•. H•.O
partial pressureswere measuredusinghumidity sensorswith
a stated accuracy of 1%. Several hours were allowed for
adequate mixing of the water and air, and the attainment
of equilibrium confirmed by repeated absorbancemeasure-

(Interim) CorrectionFactorsfor the Band Intensitiesof Giver et
al. - HITRAN-COR.

Polyad
2v + 5

ment. "Zero" grade syntheticair (Air ProductsLtd, 21%
oxygen,79% nitrogen)wasusedto makemixturesof 10hPa
water vapour with air at a total pressureof 1000hPa.
The third problem that arises is to define precisely the
backgroundcontinuum. The accuracyof the determination
of the baseline is critical, especially in regions of weak absorption, and the method of using the ratio of sample- and
empty-cell measurementsdoesnot achievethe necessaryprecision,though it is useful in helping to characterisethe light
source and filters which determine the passband. Both the
observation and pump-out times are long and the systematic effects of lamp ageing are much greater than the random noise. These effects leave discrepanciesof up to 2 %
between

the measured

and real transmittance

baseline.

A

much improved baselinelevel must therefore be derived from
points between the spectrum lines where there is no obvious
absorption. In strong bands, where the line wings overlap,

3•

3• + 5

about

one-fifth

of the rms-noise.

The problem that arises during the analysis of many
thousandsof lines, is to strike a balancebetweenfast but less
accurate algorithms and more sophisticatedmodels, which
are much slower, but provide stable and reliable descriptions

2

3

4 [I

Final

-

1.26

1.31

0.92

1.38

1.19

1.21

1.04

1.14

1.06

1.26

1.25

1.25

1.09

1.15

1.06

1.04

0.96

1.10

4•

-

Note: Only lines that are common to both HITRAN

and the

new measurementswere included in the comparisons(except in
method 1). The ratios for the individual lines within a polyad
vary, and only the combined effect is given. These ratios are temperature dependent. The recommended correction factors treat
the total strength of the polyads and are not the mean of the line
ratios as plotted in Figure 2.

Polyanskyet al., 1997]. Althoughtheoreticalcalculations
are intrinsically lessaccurate, they have the advantagethat
they can producecomplete, unbiasedresultsfor a large range
of frequenciesand intensities.

theseregionsmaybe somehundreds
of cm- • apart. We have
quantified the problem by having two laboratories generate
independent estimates of the background intensities using
the same experimental observations.Where there are good
window regions we find we can set a continuum level to

I

To estimate

the errors in a variational

treatment

of the

problem, three aspectsmust be considered:the potential energy surface used to obtain frequenciesand wave functions,
the dipole surfaceused to obtain line strengths and the computational procedure used for the variational calculations.
In practice only the first two are a sourceof significanterror
in the present study.
Completely ab initio theory cannot yet give a BornOppenheimer potential energy surface for water of spectro-

scopicaccuracy[Partridgeand Schwenke,1997],so in the
of the spectrallines(includingblendedlines). We haveused present study we have compared results obtained using the
two approaches. The first assumesno knowledgeof the line PS [Partridgeand Schwenke,
1997]linelistwhichusesan ab
profiles and merely integrates the spectral absorbanceover
a range of wavenumbers. This method is, necessarily,sensitive to the rms-noise

level and the accurate

definition

of

the baseline. The secondused least-squaresspectral line fits,
which generate stable analysesof the lines, including blends.
This method assumesa Voigt line profile, i.e, a convolution

of Lorentzian(pressure-broadened)
and Gaussian(Dopplerbroadened)contributions.Both line shapecomponents
were
left free during the fitting processin order to take account of

initio potential which has been adjusted using spectroscopic

data (for energylevels,not intensities)to give frequencies
close to the observed ones. Similar

results are obtained

with

fully ab initio procedures.

• :2.0•._,
''I'''I'''I'''I'''I'''I'''I'''•
-• 1.5

collisionalnarrowingeffects[Ponsardinand Browell,1997].

•E

The line intensity is evaluated as the integral over the fitted
Voigt profile. Comparison of the two data reduction meth-

•

1.0

•

eee

ß

odsfor 100cm-• intervalsthroughoutthe 3v polyadagree
to within :k6 % of their means, which is within the range
expected due to random errors.

3. Theoretical
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Ab initio theory based on a variational treatment of the
nuclear motion problem is now able to treat water spectra

Figure

1.

Line-by-line ratio of experimental integrated line

intensities
(•n (ohs)),derivedfromlinefittingof the newspectra,
and theoreticalvalues(•n(cal)), as a functionof intensityfor

with considerableprecision[Partridgeand Schwenke,1997; lines within the 2u -]- 5 polyad.
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FTS at Kitt Peak in the 1980s[Mandin et al., 1986, 1988;
Chevillardet al., 1989]. Returningto the problemsset out

_

of Giveret al. [2000](•n (Hit)) forthewater3v polyad.Onlythe
ratios for lines with intensities of more than 10-2a cm molecule-1
are shown. The level of the unit ratio is indicated by the continuous line and the dotted line shows the corresponding ratio for
HITRAN-96

at the beginningof Section 2, the 1980sdata reductionsused
simple algorithms and were most prone to error when treating saturated lines and strong blends. The current work,
with the computing speed needed to fit line profiles to over
ten thousand

Figure 2. The ratio of integratedline intensitiesfrom line fitting of the new spectra($•n(ohs)) to the correctedHITRAN data

the uncorrected

DATABASE

_

_

_

SPECTRAL

Attempts to explain the difference between the database
and the new data necessarilylead back to the experimental
observationsupon which the database is built. These are
an extensive series of measurements made using the NSO

1.6

ß

NIR-VIS

data.

Previouswork [Lynas-Grayet al., 1995]has shownthat
dipole surfaces determined using measured line intensities
give worse results than purely ab initio dipole surfaces. For
this reasonboth linelists usedhere employedthe most accurate available ab initio dipole surface,which is that due to

lines and extensive checks of run-to-run

consis-

tency, shouldbe considerablymore robust. Most significant,
judgi.ng by the uniformity of line intensity ratios for lines of
moderate strength shown in Figure 2, are systematic errors
arising either from the approximations of the 1980s line fitting procedure or from the determination of the concentration of water vapour in the absorption cell. We believe that
our new data, taken from a wider range of experimental conditions and buttressed by line-by-line profile fitting and by
sophisticatedtheoretical calculation, are an improvement on
the current HITRAN listing. The crucial test that supports

this view is that both the UniversityCollegeLondon(UCL)
and Imperial College(IC) groupshavetakenthe line-by-line

data generatedat IC and used it to construct synthetic spectra. The reconstructionagreeswith the original spectrum to
better than +2 %. Similar attempts to reconstructthe Kitt
Partridgeand$chwenke[1997].Very recentwork [$chwenke Peak spectra, using the line-by-line data of Mandin et al.

and Partridge,2000] has confirmedthe accuracyof the ab

initio dipole calculations but highlighted problems with fitting to ab initio data. These problems particularly affect
the excited bending states in the surface used here.

[1986,1988]and Chevillardet al. [1989],do not reproduce
their observedspectra.

5. Conclusions

4. Method intercomparison
comparison to HITRAN

and

Table 1 comparesthe resultsof the different methods employed with the HITRAN-96 database. The total intensity

foreachwaterpolyadin thespectral
region8500-15800
cm-1
was determined using the following methods: 1: integration
of spectral absorbancesusing a fast algorithm, 2: spectral
linefits to the same measurements, 3: variational calcula-

tionsand 4: usingHITRAN-COR [Giver et al., 2000]. Pigure 1 plots the ratio of the experimental(method 2) and
theoretical line intensities for the component bands of the
2• -F 6 polyad. This comparisonis chosenas it provides a
good test of the dipole surface. The scatter of the data is
typical of such comparisons:showingvery good agreement
for stronglines and increasinguncertainty for the weak ones.
Figure 2 plots the ratio of our measuredroom temper-

Table 1 (Final column)alsosetsout valuesfor the comparison of our "best" total intensities of the water polyads
with those given in HITRAN-COR. It should be stressed
that the line intensities

of our observations

and the HITRAN

database differ from line to line and that the given values
are only valid for room temperature. The measurements
at 252 K yielded slightly different ratios, but are omitted
here for clarity. For a major fraction of the lines, the principal part of the change takes the form of a re-scaling of
the data on a polyad-by-polyad basis, we recommend the
use of the factors

set out

in Table

1 as an interim

solu-

tion. Other databases,suchas GEISA [Jacquinet-Husson
et
al., 1999],are basedon the samelaboratorydata and will
therefore require the same correction. Detailed line-by-line
data including both experiment and theory will be published

[Schermaulet al., 2000].
ature line intensities(method 2) for the 3• polyad against
There is another lessonto be learned. Making sure the
thosein HITRAN-COR [Giver et al., 2000]. The dominant database is valid is necessaryfoundation for all modelling
effect is a systematic difference. Although the correction to
Hitran-96 increased the intensities systematically by about

of atmosphericradiation transfer, especiallyso when theory
and observation fail to agree.

14% for this polyad, a further increaseof about 10% is
requiredto bring HITRAN-COR into reasonableagreement
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